The 11th Annual Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition

Oakland University
Rochester, Michigan
May 31st - June 2nd, 2003

Bluefield State College               Team: Vasilius
Georgia Institute of Technology      Team: Robojackets
Lawrence Technological University   Team 1: CogitoBot
Lawrence Technological University   Team 2: CogitoBot II
Lawrence Technological University   Team 3: AGV I
Oakland University                  Team 1: Grizzly
Oakland University                  Team 2: MARC
Trinity College                     Team: ALVIN IV
University of Alberta               Team: Kodiak
University of Central Florida       Team: Black Knight
University of Cincinnati            Team 1: Bearcat III
University of Cincinnati            Team 2: Bearcat Cub
University of Colorado – Denver     Team: CUGAR IV
University of Florida                Team: TailGator
University of Michigan – Dearborn   Team 1: GCAT
University of Michigan – Dearborn   Team 2: UMD-SMART
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Team 1: Optimus
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Team 2: Zieg